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A nonadiabatic quantum dynamics calculation involving four coupled potential energy surfaces (two degenerate
3A′′, one3A′, and one1A′) and the spin-orbit coupling matrix for these states is reported for the title reaction.
The results show that the important discrepancy between theoretically calculated and experimentally measured
intramolecular isotope effects can at least in part be attributed to significant nonadiabatic effects.

The S(1D) + H2 reaction and its isotopic variants, together
with O(1D) + H2, N(2D) + H2, C(1D) + H2, etc., are paradigms
for reactions that involve insertion dynamics.1-3 A number of
detailed quasi-classical trajectory and quantum mechanical (QM)
reactive-scattering calculations have been reported for S(1D) +
H2 on the lowest singlet state (1A′) potential energy surface.4-13

Recent molecular beam experiments have also probed the
dynamics of this system at low-collision energies.14-16 While
there is satisfactory agreement between most experimental and
calculated results, a very significant discrepancy still exists
between experiment16 and earlier QM calculations12,13 for the
S(1D) + HD intramolecular isotope effect, defined asr′ )
σSH+D/σSD+H with σ being the reactive integral cross section.
The striking observation of the experimental results is thatr′
has a nonstatistical value of roughly 1.3∼1.4 for collision
energies below 0.3 eV.16 Past theoretical calculations have
estimated this ratio to be∼1, which is what would be expected
from statistical theory.12,13The discrepancy between theory and
experiment has been attributed to the detection method,10,12 to
the dynamics treatment, to nonadiabatic effects,13 etc. Among
these, we believe that nonadiabatic effects are the most likely.
As will be described below, intersystem crossing can play an
important role for this isotopic variant, possibly large enough
to account for the observed nonstatistical feature in the intramo-
lecular isotope effect. Therefore, performing nonadiabatic
investigations of the title reaction might help to unravel the
apparent paradox between theory and experiment.

Similar to O(1D,3P)+ H2,17,18intersystem crossing can occur
in the S(1D,3P)+ H2 reactive system due to spin-orbit coupling
of the singlet/triplet states. In particular, intersystem crossing
can play an important role if the spin-forbidden state drops
below the initial spin state to provide a new pathway for reaction
to occur and if nonadiabatic dynamics is sufficiently important.
Recent studies of intersystem-crossing effects revealed modest/
subtle nonadiabatic effects for the O(1D,3P) + H2 reaction,17-21

which is understandable because the locations of the crossing

seam along the minimum energy path of the triplet reaction are
on the product side of the triplet barrier in this system.18 For S
+ H2, however, the crossing is located before the triplet barrier
on the reactant side and below the asymptotic energy of the
product.22 This difference in crossing locations in conjunction
with a factor of 3 larger spin-orbit coupling in the heavier S
+ H2 system22 suggests that nonadiabatic effects can be more
pronounced than with O+ H2. The prediction was verified in
a recent trajectory surface-hopping (TSH) study of intersystem-
crossing effects in S+ H2 by Maiti et al.22 with the significant
role of intersystem crossing being revealed in the reaction
dynamics especially at low-collision energy. Except for this
study, no other theoretical dynamics investigations aimed at
clarifying this prediction have been reported for the S+ H2 or
its isotopic variants so far.

The title reaction presents what is likely the most difficult
dynamical system ever studied for QM studies, not only because
there is a deep potential well on the ground singlet surface,7

but also because there is no permutational symmetry of the three
atoms involved and because there are four interacting electronic
potential surfaces in the multisurface dynamics. This explains
why no quantum-scattering studies of nonadiabatic effects have
been published thus far for the title reaction.

In this work, we present a quantum nonadiabatic study of
S(1D) + HD using the time-dependent wave packet approach
with a split-operator scheme.23,24 Using this methodology, we
computed integral cross sections for both the adiabatic channel
and the spin-forbidden nonadiabatic channels of the S(1D) +
HD (V ) j ) 0) reaction. We further calculated the intramo-
lecular isotope effect and compared it with the experimental
data. Significant nonadiabatic effects have been found for this
isotopic variant, and the calculated isotope effect with non-
adiabatic effects included is noticeably closer to the experimental
measurements, thus suggesting that nonadiabatic effects play a
role in unraveling the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment.

Four potential energy surfaces, two degenerate3A′′ states,
one3A′,22 and one1A′ state,7 were used in the present quantum
calculations, along with the spin-orbit coupling matrix among
these states.22 These four states constitute the subset of states
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correlating to S(3P, 1D) + H2 that are coupled to the initially
populated1A′ state. Although five states asymptotically correlate
to S(1D), only the lowest1A′ state leads to insertion, so it likely
dominates the initial stages of the reaction dynamics. Also, this
state is the only one that crosses the triplet states at low energies,
and therefore it is the most likely singlet state to be involved in
intersystem crossing.

Details of the decoupling of the multistate reaction dynamics
into dynamics involving these four states was developed for
the O(3P) + H2 reaction by Hoffmann and Schatz,17 and the
same approach applies analogously to S(3P, 1D) + H2. In the
present quantum calculation with the wave packet initially in
the 1A′ state, 420 translational basis functions in theR range
0.1-16.0 a0, 210 vibrational basis functions in ther range
0.5-15.0 a0, andjmax ) 100 rotational basis functions are used
to converge the calculated results after a propagation time of
100 000 au. The position to perform the flux analysis is chosen
at r ) 11.0 a0. Further, two strategies are implemented to
overcome the computational challenges associated with this
system. First, we used OpenMP parallel quantum dynamics
during the calculation. Second, we computed the reaction
probabilities only forJ ) 0-20, 25, 30, 35....60; for otherJ,
we employed a capture model calculation proposed by Gray et
al.25,26 The computation time for eachJ is about 4833 h using
Max 2-way AMD Opteron 200 series dual-core processors from
Dawning R210A, demonstrating that the present calculation is
very challenging.

Figure 1 shows the calculatedJ ) 0 reaction probabilities as
a function of collision energy in the range 0.01-1.0 eV for the
adiabatic and nonadiabatic formation of the SH+ D and SD+
H products in the S(1D) + HD (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction. Here,
the initial wave packet starts in1A′, and the adiabatic channel
refers to1A′f1A′, while the nonadiabatic channels are1A′f3A′′,
3A′. Note that all results are generated from the multistate
calculations, so the adiabatic channel still includes contributions
from nonadiabatic dynamics. For the adiabatic1A′ channel, we
see that at very low-collision energies, SD+ H shows slightly
larger reaction probabilities than SH+ D, while the branching
is reversed at high-collision energies. There is an overall
increasing/decreasing trend with increasing collision energy in

the whole energy range for the SH+ D and SD+ H products,
respectively. The sameJ ) 0 adiabatic behavior has also been
revealed for this isotopic variant in single-surface calcula-
tions.12,13 When we examine the results obtained on the three
triplet surfaces (two3A′′ and one3A′), we find that for the
nonadiabatic3A′′/3A′ channels the reaction probabilities for SH
+ D are always larger than those for SD+ H, particularly for
low-collision energies (Ec < 0.3 eV).

There are several reasons why the nonadiabatic formation of
the SH + D product is favored over that for SD+ H. The
intensity of nonadiabatic transitions is likely higher for SH+
D, as this involves more motion of the lighter, more rapidly
moving H atom. Tunneling effects and zero-point energy
differences are probably also important, because the nonadiabatic
formation of products requires the reactant to surmount the

Figure 1. Calculated reaction probabilities forJ ) 0 as a function of
collision energy over the range of 0.01-1.0 eV for the S(1D) + HD (V
) 0, j ) 0) reaction. Here, the wave packet is initially in the singlet
1A′ state. (a) adiabatic1A′ channel. (b-d) nonadiabatic3A′′(first),
3A′′(second), and3A′ channels. Solid line refers to the SH+ D product,
short-dashed line refers to the SD+ H product.

Figure 2. The r-averaged norms of WP at three times using reactant
Jacobi coordinates (R, r, γ). (a) On both1A′ and3A′′ near the transition
state on the product side (R ) 2.59 a0) when the S atom collinearly
attacks the D end of HD. (b) On3A′′ at the reactant side (R ) 6.25 a0)
when the S atom collinearly attacks the D end and the H end of HD,
respectively.
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triplet barriers. To help clarify this, in Figure 2, we plot
snapshots of the wave packet (WP), that is,r-averaged norms
versus angleγ using reactant Jacobi coordinates (R, r, γ) at
three times. Figure 2a shows the WP on both1A′ and3A′′ near
the transition state on the product side (R ) 2.59 a0) for initial
conditions where the S atom collinearly attacks the D end of
the HD molecule. Figure 2b shows the WP just on3A′′ for a
value ofR that corresponds to the reactant side (R ) 6.25 a0)
for two sets of initial conditions: (1) the S atom collinearly
attacks the D end of HD (left panel), and (2) the S atom
collinearly attacks the H end of HD (right panel). It can be seen
that the nonadiabatic channel shows a different angle-dependent
behavior from the adiabatic channel near the transition state
(see Figure 2a) with more reactive flux going to SH+ D.
Further, quenching to S(3P) + HD is much higher for angles
corresponding to SDH than SHD (that is, the SDH flux in Figure
2b is higher than SHD). It is therefore apparent that quenching
kills the flux that would have gone to produce SD+ H and
leads to the overall preference of SH+ D over SD+ H formed
via the nonadiabatic channels. The reason for this presumably
lies in the slow motion of the D atom as this makes quenching
more efficient than reaction after flux is transferred to the3A′′
state. Of the three nonadiabatic channels, the one associated
with the second3A′′ surface (as shown in Figure 1c) has the
largest reaction probabilities, thus indicating that the nonadia-
batic dynamics on this surface is the most significant one. This
result is consistent with the earlier TSH study of S(3P) + H2 in
which more significant intersystem-crossing dynamics to the
1A′ state was found when trajectories started on the3A′′
surface.22 The other two nonadiabatic channels are found to have
similar but smaller nonadiabatic effects.

Figure 3 shows the calculated integral cross sections for the
S + HD (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction over the collision energy range
of 0.01-0.4 eV. For the adiabatic1A′ channel, as shown in
Figure 3a, the SD+ H product is slightly favored over SH+
D for collision energies between 0.03 and 0.2 eV; outside this
range they become very close to each other. In contrast to this,
a strong preference was found for the SH+ D product formed
via intersystem crossing due to the different reaction dynamics
on the triplet surfaces. As in Figure 1, the second3A′′ dynamics
is the dominant contributor to the nonadiabatic formation of
the products, while the3A′ dynamics has almost the same
contribution as the first3A′′ dynamics with a slight preference
being found for the first3A′′ dynamics. The nonadiabatic
transition cross section contributes 20∼35% and 9∼14% to the
total cross sections for the SH+ D and SD+ H products,
respectively. Compared with our previously calculated 1.6∼2.2%
contributions from the nonadiabatic cross sections for O(1D) +
H2,21 the results clearly show that there are more significant
nonadiabatic effects for the S+ HD reaction.

Figure 4 compares the present nonadiabatic quantum calcula-
tion with the recent single surface quantum real wave packet
dynamics study using aJ-shifting method.27 The figure shows
that the sum of the present reactive cross sections over the four
electronic states is lower than the single-surface quantum result27

for the SH+ D and SD+ H products. This is probably due to
the significant electronic quenching of S(1D) + HD to S(3P) +
HD because the singlet-triplet crossing of the reaction system
is located before the triplet barrier. To clarify this, we present
in Figure 5 the calculated quenching cross sections, along with
the total reactive cross sections that sum over the SH+ D and
SD+ H products (both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic channels

Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1, but for the integral cross sections in the collision energy range of 0.01-0.4 eV. (a) Adiabatic 1A channel, (b-d)
nonadiabatic 3A (first), 3A (second), and 3A channels.
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are included). The single-surface quantum results27 are also
presented for comparison. These results show that there exists
strong electronic quenching comparable to the reactive cross
section, which is responsible for the difference between the
present and the single-surface reactive cross sections.27 Note
that significant quenching was also revealed in the TSH study
of S + H2 in ref 22. Thus the results confirm the significance
of the nonadiabatic effects/intersystem crossing for the title
reaction.

Figure 6 presents the branching ratioσSH+D/σSD+H corre-
sponding to the adiabatic and nonadiabatic channels, respec-
tively. Clearly, the adiabatic channel shows statistical behavior
with a value around close to unity based on an insertion reaction
mechanism. This is consistent with earlier single-surface results
from a J-shifting/capture model.13 But the intramolecular-
branching ratio has a high value for the nonadiabatic channels
(averaging about 2.5) that is far from statistical. As can be seen,
the experimental results16 are higher than the adiabatic-branching
ratios but lower than the nonadiabatic ones; this therefore raises

the interesting question of “to which extent will nonadiabaticity
influence the overall branching ratio for this isotopic variant”?
With this in mind, we have calculated the intramolecular isotope
effect including both adiabatic and nonadiabatic channels, and
the corresponding results are included in Figure 6. As can be
seen, due to the contribution of the nonadiabatic transitions the
branching ratio has a value of 1.3 at low energies, dropping to
1.1 at higher energies. These results are closer to the experi-
mental result of Liu and co-workers16 than is obtained from
single-surface calculations. Thus, this calculation confirms that
nonadiabatic effects are very important for the title reaction,
and that this nonadiabaticity influences the intramolecular
isotope effect, resulting in a moderate shift from the statistical
value.
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